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Cloth Diaper Guide: Top 10 Picks
from the Mothering Community

Mothering recently ran a fun reviews contest in our Diapering category and the response from the

community was HUGE. It is clear that our mamas love cloth diapers! 

 

So which diapers received the best reviews? We've pulled out 10 of the most highly rated cloth diapers

to share with you here.

 

Check them out and then head over to our Diapering reviews section to find a ton of additional

feedback on a wide range of diapers and supplies! 

 

 
Charlie Banana 2 in 1 Size Diaper
 

9 Reviews | 5 Stars
 

Review from member "mummamal"

 

Pros: Easily adjustable, wash beautifully, moisture-

wicking.

 

Cons: Some leaking on the sides

 

We used these with both our babies. They wash up

wonderfully and don't hold a smell--I toss them in a bucket of water and vinegar then into the wash

with a regular load--everything comes out great and clean. They don't stain very easily either. We use

the small until about a year then switch to the mediums. The snaps make for easy adjustments as Baby

grows, and unlike other diapers we've used, the kid has a much harder time getting the diaper off than

Velcro closures. (LOVE the snaps.)

 

As far as the leaking, my daughter didn't have this problem quite so much--every now and then I'd let

her go a little too long, but nothing else. My son on the other hand pees more than any baby I've ever

met in my life. I think if the inserts were just a tad wider (and you have to be careful here because you

want them to fit easily) the problem would be easily fixed. As it is, I just triple him up at night rather than

double and if I know we're going a long time between a change--which is rare--I double him up. That

pretty much takes care of it.

 

Find Out More | Buy Now
 

 

 

 
Econobum Diaper
 

6 Reviews | 5 Stars
 

Review from member "miswesterer04"

 

Pros: Great value, durable, soft elastic, one size fits all

 

Cons: Only available in white, though variety of trim colors

is nice; thin fabric

 

I purchased this cover to use as a back-up during a

buy-one get-one sale and ended up liking it much more than expected--it is not a second choice but a
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